13,000’

12,000’

TWIN PEAKS

On the Independance Road (HWY 82) head west past Twin Lakes for about
5 minutes. Park at the Willis Gulch or Gaging Station pullout and make
your way to the base of the couloir.

11,300’

This is possibly the best and easiest to access couloirs to Leadville when the
conditions are right which is only for about 3-4 weeks during most spring
seasons. The couloir gets suprisingly little traffic given its obvious and striking nature. After a short approach, boot pack from 10,000 to 13,000 feet,
then enjoy the steep descent! A few other smaller couloirs on Twin Peaks
are also fun options.

11,000’
Couloir starts at 10,000’
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LEADVILLE SKI NOTES

TWIN PEAKS

❆ WARNING!❆

All of the ski routes pictured here go through or near
avalanche terrain. Please use conservative judgment
and check out the daily avalanche forecast at:
avalanche.state.co.us

 WILLIS GULCH TH
 GAGING STATION
-skin up to here
-or get to here in running
shoes (late season)

➡
This ski can be divided into the four sections, the approach, 10,000’-11,300’, 11,300’-12,000’, 12,000’13,000’. The three steep skiing sections are unique and fun.

NORTH

The Approach 10-25 degrees
Start by heading across the Willis Gulch Bridge or the Gaging Station Bridge (faster) and head up the
old mining road that leads up and to the right of the base of the couloir. Stay on the road as long as
possible then fight dens willows and aspens to gain the base of the steep part of the couloir. Ditch
your skins (or running shoes) don your crampons and head up into the narrow chute.
10,000’-11,300’ Rock Walled Gully 30-35 degees, about 30’ wide
The narrow chute is best navigated first thing as the sun heats the rock walls on the right sending
missles wizzing down the gully once it warms up. The crux narrow section is about 100’ up and is
sometimes melted out a bit so you have to side slip but it is not so bad. Look for the obvious branch in
the couloir to head up and right (don’t get suckered right too soon, it should be obvious, but I screwed
it up once and hit a horrible dead end that resulted in facet covered 4th class rock climbing...). This
section is shaded and sometimes still quite firm on the way down.
11,300’-12,000’ Open Gully 30-40 degrees
After heading up and right out of the walled gulley the snow softens and you are looking straight up
the final 1700’ feet to the summit. 700’ of climbing brings you to the steeper narrow chute above.
This section is ussually in the sun and often fun corn skiing on the way down.
12,000’-13,000’ Steep Gully and Headwall 40-50 degrees, 15’ wide at the narrowest
Cruise (slog) up the steep gully and headwall to the summit, high five, have a sip of water and enjoy
the ski down. Even late in the season this upper section can still be recycled powder, quite enjoyable,
and mildly terrifying!
MT ELBERT QUAD
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Late May conditions heading into the top of the upper gully at about 12,500’.
Twin Lakes is obvious below.

Rob Backlund shreds the middle open gully section in good corn conditions.
Note Rob’s “Tennessee Soft Shell” top, demin makes excellent ski attire in
spring conditions.

Again, late season, skiing the lower walled gully. Sometimes dirt and rocks in
the snow can make this section less atractive.
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